Abstract. A (rather strange) computer is considered which costs It to perform each addition but costs nothing to perform a multiplication. It is shown that the addition chain from 1 to « cost maximally (Logn)1/2 + i>|1> rather than the classical -Log«.
are produced. Thereby the next addition gives ap+x = a*1 • • • a*v + af1 • • • a£e and there are 2v description parameters (the exponents X, and p¡). Finally, after all j additions have been made, there are multiplications performed and this results in a{lar22 • ■ • ay, and there are j more descriptive parameters.
The total number of parameters, then, is 2 + 4 + 6+ ••• +2(j -\) + j = j2, and the procedure P is exactly described by the j2-tuple of these parameters. (For example, the 4-tuple (0,3,2,2) means the procedure: Form 1 + 1, form 1 + 2\ form 22 • (1 + 23)2, the end number being 324.)
We are now in a position to estimate the counting function of the integers costing at most j<t. Such a number might be formed by many procedures; some, perhaps of <j additions, but we can, by ignoring some steps and ignoring duplications estimate this counting function by the number of y-addition-procedures. This is exactly equal to the number of j2-tuples and since we may assume that all the parameters are bounded by Log« (or else the corresponding ax (aM) would exceed «). The result is that: The number of integers up to « which cost at most j$ is < (1 + Logn)A Thus, if (1 + Log«)7 < « there is a number < « which is left out of this tally, and this is to say C(n)>j.
In other words, j < /Log«/LogLog2« implies j < C(n), and this proves that C(«) > /Log«/LogLog2« .
Ruzca: We fix on a number «, and call the largest triangular number < Log«, ({). For this j, we make a down payment of j<t by producing 2, 3, 5, 9,..., 1 + 2y~l. For this same j<t then, we also produce S¡, the set of all products 2m n (1 +2').
The following is essentially an old Putnam problem:
Lemma. If x¡ decreases to 1 and x¡ < xf+x, then every number between 1 and Fix, is equal to a subproduct, FI,, x¡.
Proof. The greedy algorithm! Given £ we form its subproduct by taking, in turn, the largest (earliest) x¡ that we can. Thus when x¡, x¡,..., x¡ have been chosen with x¡ ■ x¡.Xj < £ then we define ir+1 as the first integer above i" for which xi • x¡.x¡ < £ (with the understanding that iy+1 = oo if x¡ ■ ■ ■ x¡ = £)■ It is an easy induction that, at each stage, 1 < £/x, x¡ ■ ■ ■ x¡ < x¡. The convergence of the subproduct to ¿ follows from the fact that xi -> 1.
So let us return to «.
Write Log« = ({) + k + 6, j, k integral, 0 < k <j, 0 < 6 < 1. Clearly, 2e < 2 < n(l + 2"') so that our lemma tells us that 2e = FI(1 + 2~'°). Multiplying through by 2ii) + k then gives « = 2mn(2''+ !)• 11(1 + 2"'"), where m = k +Ui<j.itK>tanyiri.
The number N -2mX\i < ,(2'" + 1) is in our set S¡, and furthermore, we have 0 < n -N = nil -El (1 + 2-'')"1) < »(l -11(1 + 2-T1) < -j^.
If we then subtract off M, the highest power of 2 below « -N, we obtain 0<«' = «-A-M< n/2>, and this «' corresponds to a / which is strictly smaller than j.
We may now prove inductively that « is the sum of 2j -1 numbers from S¡. This is clearly true for j = \, which entails « = 1, and if we assume that «' is the sum of 2/ -1 members of Sy (and hence of SX then « = «' + N + M is the sum of 2j' -1 + 2 < 2 y -1 such, and the induction is complete.
Altogether, then, the total cost of « is bounded by 2 y -1 + j, j being the cost of the set Sj. Since 3y -1 < Si/f^) for j > 2, we obtain, finally, C(«) < 5/Log«.
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